
Multifunctional robot for the bottling industry

Robo-Kombi
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Robotics pRovide the most complete and technologically advanced solutions to meet the demand 
foR incReasingly flexible automation in bottling lines. Robots aRe now a RegulaR featuRe in this 
sectoR, due to theiR gReat veRsatility and Reliability. this is fuRtheR enhanced by theiR ability to 
opeRate in Reduced and contained pRoduction aReas.

For the bottling sector Gebo has created Robo-Kombi, a multifunctional palletizing robot. The system, when suitably 
equipped can be employed for all types of activities: pal/depal crates, pal/depal kegs, pal cans, pal packs, pal/depal loose 
bottles, stacking/unstacking empty pallets, inserting and removing pads, crating decrating, etc.

Robo-Kombi is part of a vast range of products and system devised to meet the highly varied customer requirements in 
the sectors of palletizing and secondary packaging.

Multifunctional robot
for the bottling industry
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Advantages
 Operations may be carried out at several 
stations, thus replacing several equivalent 
traditional machines, and all controlled by a 
single operator

	 Various	configurations	may	be	created	with	
entries/exits oriented in any direction

	 The	 work	 cycle	 may	 be	 modified	 and	
optimized by customizing the system 
through precise trajectories and conditions 
using dedicated software and a joystick

 Several different robots can be included in 
the island with the possibility of operating in 
parallel at the same work position

 Head change can be automatic with 
consequent reductions in format changeover 
times.
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Robo-Kombi as a system can be applied in various areas, from crates to loose or packs bottles, handling both complete 
layers and rows, whose potential output ranges from 450 cycles/hour with 600 kilograms at wrist up to 550 cycles/hour 
with 300 kilograms.

Gebo’s long experience in the field of bottling has enabled its experts to develop and integrate around the central robot 
unit the whole handling and conveying system specific to each individual application.

The key equipment in the system is the gripping head whose various configurations determine the robot’s method of 
operation:

 Head with hooks or lateral guides for handling crates

 Multi-row head with plates made of steel or carbon fi ber for packs or cartons

 Head with individual tulip-shaped grips for loose bottles in crates and/or plastic trays

 Head with guides or lateral closing for empty PET bottles

 Head with spikes and suction cups for 
pallets and pads.

The heads have a frame manufactured 
with a high ratio of allowable stress/
weight material, suitably shaped to 
guarantee great rigidity and limited 
use of fl oor space. The heads are also 
equipped with a security system to 
safeguard the equipment from collision 
with any extraneous or badly positioned 
objects. Each head may be equipped 
with an automatic grip changeover, thus 
allowing for very fast format changeovers 
with no operator involvement. Consisting 
of a male grip (installed on the robot) and 
a female grip (on each head), the system 
is designed according to the concept of 
“intrinsic security”.

The presence of a dedicated tool 
area enables operators to carry out 
preparation and/or maintenance activities 
on individuals heads off-line while the 
robot continues to work.

The operator-machine interface consists 
of touch screen providing information 
about the state of the system peripherals 
and a programming unit equipped with 
joystick and a dedicated keyboard with 
display for the robot.

Robo-Kombi system
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Technical features

Palletizing/depalletizing applications



First in line

Gebo Packaging Solutions Italy
Via	La	Spezia,	241/A	•	43126	Parma	-	Italy
Tel: +39 0521 9991
 
Gebo Cermex headquarters
Rue	du	Commerce,	CS	73455	Reichstett	•	67455	Mundolsheim	Cedex	-	France
Tel.: +33 (0)3 88 18 38 50 

 contact.us@gebocermex.com  www.gebocermex.com

In	a	complex	 industry	where	know-how	is	everything,	Gebo	
Cermex is formed from the union of two strong brands: Gebo 
& Cermex, gathering packaging line engineering experience 
across a range of market segments from beverages and food 
to pharmaceuticals, via home and personal care. 

For over half a century, our experts have improved the 
performance of production and packaging lines in some of 
the most demanding industries. 

Today more than 37,000 equipment & systems installations 
bear our signature. We add value to our customers’ business 
in four dimensions, from equipment design and manufacturing 
to line engineering, services and asset performance.

Gebo Cermex, headquartered in France is a people-centric 
organization with 1800 employees and over 15 commercial 
& manufacturing sites in all major regions around the world. 

No-one knows packaging lines like we do. We are first in line.


